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ABSTRACT

The French program for the development of UMo fuel has been launched in 1999 in close
collaboration with five partners 5][6][9]. The aim of this program is to develop a high perfon-nance
and reprocessable UMo fuel and to obtained a world wide qualified fuel before the end of the
present US return policy.

The very first step of this program is the experimental irradiation of fuel plates. Three full size

plates 20% enrichment, 8gU/cm 3 density) have been irradiated in OSIRIS reactor between
September 1999 and January 2001. This paper gives the results already obtained.

Four ftill sized plates 20% 35% enrichment, 8 gU/CM3 density) have been irradiated in HFR
reactor during two cycles the irradiation was interrupted due to a plate failure. All PIE, non

destructive and destructive, were completed in 2001. This paper gives some comments about the
results of theses examinations.

The French development program is covering complementary full-sized plates irradiation tests and
experimental irradiation of fuel size U-7%Mo elements will be started on the basis of the results
obtained with plates. This paper presents the next steps of the UMo development program, and the

time schedule focused on the milestone of 2006.
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1. Introduction

CEA, CERCA, TECHNICATOME, Framatome-ANP, COGEMA make up the French working
group that supports the development program of a high perforinance LEU UMo fuel. The team is
acting intensively to meet the milestone of May 2006 induces by the deadline of the US return
policy of spent fuel.

The UMo alloys offer the opportunity to reach density higher than 6 gU/CM3 [3] with better
reprocessing capacities than the existing LEU fuel 3].

The objective of the French development program is focused on the qualification of LEU
U-7%Mo with a high density Of 8gU/CM3 to cover the needs of a wide range of reactors and
anticipate the high perforinance expected for the MTR next generation like the RJH project in
France.

The first step concerning the manufacturing of UMo fuel plates has been issued by CERCA since
1997 [I], and 7 full-sized plate have been irradiated since fall of 1999 [9][1 0] three in the OSIRIS
reactor and 4 plates in HFR, all with a density of 8gU/cm 3 (the feasibility of the manufacturing of
UMo plates Up to gU/CM3 has already been obtained).

The second step of the program based on plate irradiation experiments in OSIRIS and HFR is
rather completed (PIE are still in progress for the OSIRIS plates) and the further irradiation tests
have been defined. They include both UMo plates and fuel elements irradiation.

This program, of first importance for the MTR community also intends to re-enforce the
international collaboration as part of its success.

2. Irradiation in the OSIRIS reactor

The special irradiation device IRIS has been used in OSIRIS for the irradiation of 3 UMo plates
(one in U-7%Mo and two in U-9%Mo). This device has the same external geometry of a U;Si2

standard fuel element and can be loaded with 4 plates. It allows the removal of the plates during the
inter-cycle phases for swelling measurements and examination of the plates, on a facility designed
for the control of irradiated plates implemented in OSIRIS.

The swelling measurements are made using automatically motorised probes that produces
horizontally and vertically thickness profiles of the examined plates that are immerged under 3
meters of water due to their activity.

This measurement facility provides a fine evaluation of the swelling versus the bum-up of the
irradiated plates.

The irradiation conditions on the plates have been confirmed through quantitative y spectrometry
analyses and post-evaluations based on neutronic computations taken into account the operating
conditions of the reactor.

The maximum surface heat flux value was about 13OW/CM2 with a maximum cladding temperature
of 75'C.

The mean bum-up value obtained was about 48%.
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Under these irradiation conditions, a good behaviour of the two irradiated plates was obtained, with
no significant difference between UMo 7 and UMo 9 alloys.

A low swelling has been measured with an average value of 37�tm for the U-7%Mo plate and a
maximum value of 57 �tm, that is fully satisfactory as regard to the burn-up level reached.

These results confirmed the choice of the U-7%Mo alloy to conduct the further steps of
qualification of the UMo fuel.

3. Irradiation in the HFR reactor

The special irradiation device UMUS, developed for HFR, has been used for the irradiation of four
plates. The plates are loaded in a cassette along the diagonal of te device. The removal of the plate
is not possible during the inter-cycle phase. The control of the water channels width can be made
only using reference gauges.

The objective of this irradiation is to test UNlo fuel under more severe conditions using both two
types of Mo concentration and two enrichment levels.

The table below recalls the main characteristics of the four plates loaded in the UMUS device

% Mo in alloy 7.6 6.6 8.7 9.6

Enrichment %) 19.65 34.54 19.66 34.86

Meat density (gU/cm') 8.2 8.1 8.0 8.2

The UMUS device was inserted in the D2 peripheral position in the core. The irradiation
experiment has to be unload from the core at the end of the second cycle corresponding to a burn-
up level of about 10%, due to the failure of the high enriched U-9%Mo plate 10].

The main conclusions of non destructive examinations are the following

• only the two 35% enriched plates were damaged,

• the increase of the thickness reached I 0 mm on the U-7%Mo 3 % enriched plate,

• the behaviour of the two 20% enriched plate was conformed with a low thickness increase
(lower than 20 [trn in accordance with the flux distribution).

The destructive examinations have induced a lot of complementary actions. In order to get the best
possible interpretation of the fuel behaviour, a close collaboration between fuel experts has been
orgarnsed. Different models for ftiel behaviour prediction have been upgraded to take into account
the irradiation conditions of the UMo plates in HFR.

The comparison between the numerical predictions and the PIE issued from RERTR experiments
or irradiation of CERCA's plates, and the interpretation of the HFR UMUS test are reported in
1 1 ]. This work is based on the collaboration between CEA and ANL.
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In addition, different models have been used to re-evaluate the irradiation conditions of the HFR
experiment of the core and to get a better understanding of the results.

The synthesis of the irradiation conditions are the following

• heat flux density 170 W/cm2

• maximumcladdingtemperature:>90'C

• bum-up 13% at the end of the second cycle for the 20% enrichment plates.

This irradiation test in HFR with the failure of one of the high enrichment plates induces work
extension for the examinations (non destructive and destructive) and for the interpretations through
the use of fuel behaviour models. This experiment will increase the knowledge of the UMo fuel
behaviour under high irradiation conditions for high enriched plates.

4. Further steps of the French UMo Development Program

On the basis on the different results obtained with the irradiation experiments in OSIRIS and HFR,
only the U-7%Mo is retained for the further irradiation test, with a maximum enrichment value of
20%. The density will be kept to 8 gU/CM3.

At least two irradiation experiments on full-sized UMo plates are under preparation at present. The
first one has the objective to confirrn the behaviour of the UMo fuel under a maximum surface heat

flux of about 250 W/cm 2 with a maximum cladding temperature of 130'C. The second experiment

will cover higher irradiation conditions with a maximum surface heat flux value that overcomes
3OOW/CM2.

Provisions have been made as regard the plate manufacturing aspects to cover, if necessary,

complementary irradiation tests representative of high performance expected for future MTR

projects like the RJH.

In parallel, the non destructive and destructive examination of the OSIRIS plates will continue at

CEA Grenoble and at the end at CEA Cadarache. The technical synthesis of these results will be

issued during in the middle of this year.

The definition of the full-sized test elements is in progress. The density will be SgU/cm 3 and the

enrichment 20%. The iadiation experiment is still scheduled for 2003, in order to get the main

PIE results during the second semester of 2004.

Irradiated material is also available to start the validation of reprocessing treatment and get the final

results with respect of the global time schedule of the project.

On the basis on the full-sized plate irradiation experiments already done, the French development

program schedule of work in well defined at present. It takes the benefit of all the physical

examinations and complementary models focused on irradiated UMo fuel behaviour and the

developing support of international fuel experts.
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5. UMo Development Time Schedule

The time schedule of the UMo fuel development program is presented below. This program is in
accordance with the initial objective to qualify the 8 gU/CM3 UMo fuel i 2005.

MTR high density fuel program 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Fabrication

Preliminary test

Fabrication optimisation

Feed-back ANL PIE results

Full-sized plate program

Irradiation In OSIRIS reactor

preparation

experimental irradiation up to 50% bur up

cooling time transport

PIE

Irradiation in HFIR

prepar tion

experimental irradiation up to 13% burn-up

PIE

Irradiation with heat flux of 20 W/cm'

preparation

irradiation

PIE

Irradiation with heat flux >300 W/cm'

preparation

irradiation

PIE

Lead test elements program

fabrication

preparation

irradiation

transport

PIE

Reporcessing

preliminary test

irrdiated

-Evalution report & qualification

I qualification

6. Conclusions

The French UMo development program is dedicated to the qualification of LEU U-7%Mo ftiel,
with a density up to 8gU/cm 3 in 2005, with respect to the important milestone lnked with the US
return policy of spent fuel.

This program takes benefit of the results already obtained through the two irradiation experiments
handled at OSIRIS and HFR concerning full-sized plates. A lot work has been already done, based
on the PIE and the correlation with fuel behaviour models and core thermal hydraulic or neutronic
computations.
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The failure of one high enriched plate of the UMUS experiment leads to a close collaboration of
fuel experts of CEA and ANL for the interpretation of UMo behaviour under severe then-nal
conditions for the fuel meat.

The UMo development program is ready to launch the further full-sized plates irradiation
experiments and has already defined the full-sized elements irradiation conditions with the support
of reactor utilities.

This program has the ability to enlarge an nternational collaboration and the support of the MTR
community to better anticipate the effort needed to convert the reactors to UMo before the deadline
of May 2006.
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